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to all chon it may concern:

Be it known that I, IYMAN R. BI, AKE, of
IBoston, in thic county of Suffolk and State of
Massachusetts, have invented an Improve
mentin Sewing-Machines, of which the followa
ing is a specification:

.This invention relates to sewing-machines
chiefly designed to sew soles to uppers in the
manufacture
of boots and shoes, and is an im
provemcat upon the machines lepresented in
United States Patents Nos. 36,163 and 45,422.
In the present machine mainy of the parts
operate as described in the said patchts, and
need not therefore be specifically described.
Instead of operating the presser as it stich.
patented machines, it is timed with reference
to the movement of the needle, so that the
stock is held down upol the horn until the
needle completes that portion of its upward
imovement derived from the action of the nee
dle-bar-actuating lever and its operating-cam,
such movement drawing up and completing
the stitch, and then the presser is lifted while
the stock is fied the necessary distance for an
other stitch. In this way the sole and upper
are held clamped together between the presser
and
horn when the stitcl is drawn taut, the
stock being thereby lucid more filthly and

I have found that the ripping of machine
sewed shoes is due to the fact that the stitches

are cut at the junction of the sole aud upper,
by reason of the movement of the outer sole

longitudinally with reference to the face of the
upper placed between it and the inner sole. The
sole, in ordinary use, is never pulled from bolts
of thread attached to the inner sole or upper,
as would be the case if the outer sole became
loose by reason of cutting the thread at the
otter face of the outer sole.
I have demonstrated that the thread hold
ing the upper and outsolo together is cut by
the longitudinal movement of the sole over .
the upper as the shoe or boot is being worn,

and I have also demonstrated that this cutting
viated, provided the stock, as the thread is
being drawn through it, is crowded together

or ripping of machine-sewed work can bit b

very firmly and so held. If the stockis so held,
the thread drawn by the needle is relieved from

all strain except that resulting from firiction
stock, alid, being drawn closely up to and upon
the stock held as before described, the stock
is retained by the thread in substantially the
position at which it was held between the
presser and horn, so that the sole or parts
closely, together at the stitch-making point thereof
the upper will not move longi
than would be possible were the thread alone tudinallyoutside
over the face of the portion of the
between itself and the hole-made for it in the

depended upon, as lucretofore.

upper between the outer and inner soles, and
In the McKay inachinc, as now inade, the consequently
the stitches will not be cut. In

presser is raised just about as the hook of the
necdle ill its ascent reaches and commences to
draw the thread through the inter sole. This
: upward movement of the presser releases the
stock from pressure between it and the horn,
and the force with, which the contacting faces
of the stock is crowded or pressed together is
nacle dependent on the thread alone.
The thread resting in the look of the needle
is usually subjected to all the strain that it will
lear without breaking. This strain averages
from seventy to ninety pounds, but in actual
Wolk the stock is not really drawn together

sewing in this way, the thread having been
relieved from most of its strain, another most
important result is accomplished-viz., the
holes in the stock are better and more com
pletely filled with thread. If the strain on the
thread is not consumed in crowding the stock
together, then the thread may be larger, as
compared with the needle-hole, without fear
of breaking it when being drawn therethrough.
Either the needle inay be made smaller with
the same size thread, or with a needle of usual
size a larger thread may be used. This in
crease of thread in the needle-holes adds very .
materially, to the strength, and durability of
the shoe, as will be apparent to those skilled
it the art.
The presser, resting in the channel of the

with a forcc equal to the strength of the thread,
for much of the strength of the waxed thread
is consumed by friction abouf, the stock and
by reason of its being frayed and cha?ed by
straining it about the hook of the needle. . outer sole just at or just in advance of the
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stitch-making point, holds the stock together from the rising-and-falling fulcrum-rod of the
firmly and closely by the action, in this in presser-lifting lever, as heretofore commoli,
stance, of a strong spiral spring, made adjusta
its forward end rests, in this instance, in
ble, so as to exert a certain minimum amount aand
slot
in an ear, 15, forming part of the rising
of pressure while the hook of the needle is be and-falling
stock of the presser. The arm r
low the stock; and as the hook of the needle, has an adjusting-screw, v, which may be ad
in rising with the loop, meets the stock and justed to regulate the length of loop to be
begins to exert an upward pull thereon, then
above the stock, and thereafter the
the force required to draw the needle and loop drawn
same
length
loop is maintained automati
through the stock is transferred to the presser cally with allofthicknesses
stock.
. . .
through the action of a pressure-augmenting In the old machine, the of
length of loop was .
lever, one end of which is fixed in position, charged
by moving the barr up or down upon
While the other end rests upon a lug project the heedle
which was difficult
ing from the presser-bar. An arm from the when it wasfulcrum-post,
desired
to
make
but a slight va
needle-lever fulcrum rests upon this augment riation in the length of loop, because
the set
ing-lever, and is provided with an adjusting screw
would
slip
into
the
depression
made
by .
screw to insure a loop of the proper length, the screw when previously set tight.
and thereafter this length of loopis maintained, The end of the screw u will, in practice, rest
notwithstanding variation in the thickness of upon a shoe, s', as shown in Fig. 2, the shoe
the stock.
the screw from wearing into the
Figure 1 represents, in front elevation, the preventing
lever. The presser-lifting lever at is connected
upper part or head of a sole-sewing machine the ordinary way with the block ac, which
provided with my invention; Fig. 2, a side in
carries the ratehety, that surrounds the screw
yiew thereof; Fig. 3, a detail of the fulcrum threaded
of the presser-shankh. The
for the presser-lifter, and Fig. 4 a detail of the lever ad hasportion
its
fulcrum
in a box, 16, pivoted
can for operating and changing the length of

on the turned-down ends iS of screws 17, ex
through ears of a depending stand, 19,
The main shafta of the machine is provided tended
made horizontally adjustable in a slot, 20, of
With cams bed to operate the presser e, the the plate 21, so as to vary the length of the
needle-lever f, and the armg of the feed-oper
and the lift of the presser. A gib, 22,
ating mechanism. The presser, its carrying inlever
the box. 16 is pressed against the lower end
barh, provided with a screw-thread, theratchet the lever w by a screw, 23.
wheely thereon, the pawls 22 and devices to ofThe
may be lifted more or less
operate them, springicneedle-lever, its mova-. at eachpresser-foot
rotation of the camb by adjusting the
ble fulcrum-bark, needle-barl, and feeder are
of the lever v.
in construction substantially as in Patent No. fulcrum
In the ordinary McKay machine the presser
45,422,
before referred to; but their times of lifting lever has its fulcrum on a rising and
movement and operation upon the stock in falling
fulcrum-post. This is objectionable,
the process of making the shoe are varied for for when the fulcrum-post is permitted to rise
the purposes herein described, to produce more or less, so as to vary the lift of the
more solid work, which will not rip.
presser, the end of the lever is clhanged in
The cast-off 3, connected with the cast-off position, so that the can operates it out of
bar 5, operates with the needle 4 to cover and
with relation to the feed.
uncover its hook, as usual. A lug, 6, at the time
In the present machine the length of the
upper end of the cast-off bar, receives through feed may be changed at pleasure by moving
it a rod, n. An adjustable stop secured to the the throwing part 24 of the feed-cam d, such
lower end of the rod m bears against the un part 24 being adjustably connected with such
der side of the lug 6, and a spiral spring, 8, cam
by screws 25, placed in elongated slots in
on the rod rests upon the top of the lug to per the throwing
part.
mit the cast-off to be moved down under a
In
the
usual
McKay
machine
it
is
necessary
yielding pressure. . .
to shift the feed-operating cam longitudinally
A projecting collar, 10, on the needle-bar on its shaft to lengthen the feed-stroke. This
meets, at its ascent and descent, adjustable movement of the cam so changes its relation
stops 9 attached to the lod n, so as to raise with
the fulcrum of an arm in all respects like
and lower it at the proper time to uncover and that herein
marked g that the feed-point, as
cover the hook of the needle. The rod n is it is depressed,
is thrown a little^ forward out
held, when the needle-bar changes its direc of time.
tion of movement, by a friction device, n. The In this invention the lateral movement of
needle-lever is connected by a link, p, with a the feed is produced without shifting the cam
collar, q, on the needle-bar.
the shaft, and consequently the stock is
The arm r, adjustably connected with the on
not pulled when the presser holds it down, as
movable fulcrum-rust of the needle-lever by a would be if the feed, as it descended, moved
screw, 11, has its free end extended laterally, it
just in advance of its time.
so as to rest upon the pressure-augmenting forward
The
rocking
motion of the shaft 26, moved
lever 8. This lever s beau's at its rear old 13 by the can d and arm ti', operates the feeding
feed.

on the plate t, instead of upon a projection dog 27 in the ordinary manner. The rotating
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tion. This presser holds the stock crowded

s

horn 28 will be as in the patents referred to.
together until the needle draws the
The usual whirlin the horn will preferably be closely
loop up through the hole and the stock, a di
operated continuously in one direction, but at thereby
the stock in the condition i:1
a variable speed, by devices such as shown in which itconfines
held by the presser and holl.
another application filed by me June 6, 1877, After thewas
stitch is drawn up the feed-l}{}int,
for Letters Patent, such whirl being operated 27 descends
and penetrates the stock. The
through the agency of eccentric-gears, so as presser-footis then
lifted positively instchough
to give it a fast and slow motion.
to
permit
the
stock
to be moved over the loli,
The drawing shows two pieces of leather, and then the feed-point
is moved laterally to
29 30, between the presser and horn. It will feed
the stock for a new stitch. The needle,
be assumed that the piece 29 represents the through
parts s r if p l, was li?ted a little as
outer sole and the piece 30 the upper, they the presser
was lifted. Such movement did
being placed in contact in any of the ways in not farther draw
the loop into the stock, but
which such parts are placed together to be simply held it taut.
the completion of
united on the McKay machine, and that the the feed the presser isAfter
again
to cle
presser rests in a channel cut in the sole in scend upon and clamp andl holdallowed
the stock'uh
any usual way. . .
is again drawn through it.
In the drawing the needle is represented as tilInthethethread
old for in of machine the increased
having reached its top stroke, where the loop strain
upon the needle fulcrum-post, caused
of thread is drawn closely and firmly up into
drawing the loop through the stock, was
the stock, and it has there rested sufficiently by
permitted to increase the pressure of the
long to permit the feed to engage the stock. not
presser on the stock, for at that tinc the
and to permit the pawls to lockinto the ratchet pawls
thrown into engagement with the
2), so that the presser-foot may belifted, whereas ratchet,were
in the old machine the ratchet is locked just the horia.and the presser-foot was li?ted froli
as the needle commences to rise. Assuining The pressure of the pressel-foot, upon the
that one stitch has been made, then when the stock has been described as variable at cach
needle commences to descendlfrom its highest stitch. This is the way it is preferred to coll
position the presser rests with its lower end in
the machine; but instead of such coll
the channel in the outer sole just at or near struct
struction the presser may be held (lowil by
the point at which the needle is about to enter the
of a spring and be li?ted from coll
the stock. The presser is held down by the tactstress
with the stock, as and in accordance with
stress of the springi. The loop of threadjust
just before described.
drawn into and through the stock, just bo theIntime
ordinary sewing, the thread, as the stitcl:
yond the end of the presser, holds the stock is drawn
taut, acts to give the final set to the
together at that point firmly. The needle material being
sewed togethel'.
penetrates the stock and enters the hole in In this my machine
the presser-foot in the
the horn, and the whirl lays a thread into the channel is caused to press
the stock together
hook of the needle, and then the needle is in the exact lilic of the seam,
and the press
raised. As the needle commences to rise the ure so exerted is always in excess
the press
needle-lever is called upon to exert suffieient ure which the thread can (xert,ofand
('ohse
power to draw the loop and hook up through quently the stitch, when drawn tatt, does
not
the hole in the stock. The power required to give to the stock its final set.

do
this is exerted by the needle-lever, and the
force expended at the outer end of such lever

I claim

In a sole-sewing machilic, the lesser and
is made to depress the fulcrum-post of the the1. needle-actuating
level all its innovable
needle-lever with an equal amount of force,

fulcrum-post, in combination with connecting

and such post, through the arm r, resting oil
whereby the resistance which the
the augmenting-lever s, connected with the mechanism,
needle and thread mect, with in being drawn
presser, causes the strain required to draw the
needle and loop up through the stock to be
transferred at each stitch to the presser-foot,
thereby increasing the pressure of the presser
upon the stock at each stitch over and beyond
the pressure of the spring, this amount of in
crease of pressure varying according to the
thickness
and density of the stock.
The thread, as heretofore used in the McKay
machine, has crowded the stock together at
the stitch-making point with a force equal to
the strength of the thread employed less its
loss of strength by reason of friction on the
stock and abrasion on the hook of the nee
dle. The maximum pressure exerted by such
thread is many times less than the pressure

up through the stock is transferred to the
presser-foot resting thereoin to increase its
pressure at each stitcli, still stati-ly as de
scribed.
2. The combination, with the needle, the
presser-foot, its spring, latchet, and latchet
holding pawl, of mechanism to loclfhe ratclict
and perimit the presser-foot to le lifted from
pressure on the stock just as the needle colm

pletes the stitch, as and for the purpose de
3. The combination, with the needle-lever,
fulcrum-post, and its arm, of the screw at, to
adjust the length of loop, substantially as de
scribed.
exerted by the presser in the present inven 4. The presser-foot-li?ting lever, in combi.
scribed.

4.
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nation with the pivoted horizontally-adjust- In testimony whereof I have signed my
able fulcrum-block, to operate substantially name to this specification in the presence of
ascist
t with tthe ffeeding mech- two subscribing witnesses.
1
5. The combination,
r

anism, its connected Shaft 26, and arm g', of

the cam d and its adjustable throwing part 24,
to vary the length of feed, substantii y as cle-

scribed.

YMAN R. BAKE.

Witnesses:
G. W. GREGORY,
W. J. PRATT.
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